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ALPINE EAGLE
With its pure and sophisticated lines, Alpine Eagle offers a contemporary reinterpretation
of one of our iconic creations. Its 41 mm case houses an automatic, chronometer-certified
movement, the Chopard 01.01-C. Forged in Lucent Steel A223, an exclusive ultra-resistant metal
resulting from four years of research and development, this exceptional timepiece, proudly
developed and handcrafted by our artisans, showcases the full range of watchmaking skills
cultivated within our Manufacture.

YOUR OPULENT LIVING GUIDE

WELCOME to
A LIFE OFLUXURY
When I was growing up, there was really one country of choice in my family for outstanding
wine: France. The tiny cellar in our linen closet housed Bordeaux.
Today, although I’ve fallen in love with cuisines from places like Mexico and Japan, France
remains an all-time favourite. The country has also become a magnet for sommeliers looking
for edgy bottles from the Loire Valley and the Jura, and for chefs creating brilliant dishes that
touch on the French classics. This issue explores France’s capital city of Paris (p. 11)
Luxury Xclusives is a different kind of luxury lifestyle magazine. We are a mix of inspiration and
teaching about true luxury. We convey taste and elegance. And inspire you to be a part of an
elegant lifestyle.
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Happy Reading
Rodney Clark

Editor-in-chief
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Situated in the heart of Menlyn Maine,
The Maslow Time Square is Sun International’s
238-room specialist business hotel. Not only a
destination for professionals, but a portal for
travellers. Boasting 17 floors that offer everything
from business to leisure with tempting eateries,
a relaxing business lounge and 13 bespoke
conference rooms.
For the perfect balance of business and pleasure,
be our guest.

THE MASLOW TIME SQUARE

209 Aramist Avenue, Pretoria,
Gauteng, South Africa
Tel: 0860 846 377 / 0860 TIMESQ
Central Reservations: +27 11 780 7800
timesquare.reservations@suninternational.com
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City Guide:

A Weekend in Paris

Despite being one of the most visited cities in the world those
travelling to Paris with more contemporary tastes can still seek out a
plentiful array of less tourist-trodden arrondissements, quieter
museums and cafés.

Despite being one of the most visited cities in the
world those travelling to Paris with more
contemporary tastes can still seek out a plentiful
array of less tourist-trodden arrondissements,
quieter museums, and cafés. From modern art venues
to boutique hotels, chic local shops, hidden hammam
spas, and hot ticket under the radar restaurants –
plan a trip to the French capital with a more
modernist focus with this handy weekend guide.

RESTER
Paris has no shortage of dreamy places to stay. The
quaint Hôtel Du Temps in the 9th arrondissement has
somewhat casual rooms but a lobby bar that turns
buzzy hangout on weekends. For hip and modern,
there's The Hoxton while Le Pigalle boasts
neoclassical décor and, from certain rooms, sweeping
views across Montmartre to the iconic Sacré-Cœur
basilica.
Located in one of the city's most aristocratic districts
the storied Hotel Les Bains is suitably chic and
intoxicatingly sexy. And, with its whimsical yet
tasteful vintage train station themed décor, Hotel
Whistler is just a stone's throw from the Gare du
Nord for those traveling on the Eurostar.

CULTURE
Paris is home to world-class fashion houses and
priceless works of art and, so, yes, there's the Louvre,
Musee d'Orsay, Palais de Tokyo, Centre Pompidou,
and Palais Galliera but a visit to Musée Yves Saint
Laurent Paris is a must for fans of the legendary
French designer and couturier.

Opened in 2017 on the site of M. Saint Laurent's
former couture house, the museum serves as a tribute
to the man whose designs changed the way women
dress and showcases rotating exhibitions from vast
archives of his most prized collections, including
Dreams of the Orient. For a truly exclusive
experience, small guided tours held on Wednesday
and Saturday mornings afford a private look before
the museum opens to the public at 11 a.m.
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Next, head over to Bois de Boulogne, a beloved and
famous local park on the west side of Paris. More than
twice the size of New York City's Central Park, it's
home to numerous attractions, including the striking
contemporary art museum Fondation Louis Vuitton.
Commissioned by LVMH chief Bernard Arnault and
opened in 2014, the ship-like exterior, complete with
majestic glass sails, houses a permanent collection
across four categories: Contemplate, Pop,
Expressionist, and Music & Sound. Temporary exhibits
also feature, most recently Japanese artist Yayoi
Kusama's Infinity Mirror Room - Phalli's Field. No
matter your taste in art, the Frank Gehry designed
building is worth a trip alone.
An electric shuttle departs Place Charles de Gaulle
(the corner of Ave. de Friedland by the metro exit)
every 15 minutes for the museum during opening
hours and costs 2 Euros or free for persons with
disabilities.

FAIRE DU SHOPPING
Shop French 'it' girl label Sézane for casual-cool Parisian
wardrobe staples - think blouses, jeans, and sweaters - at
its Rue Saint-Fiacre boutique, which also boasts an inhouse café and mini-movie theater. And no trip to the
Left Bank would be complete without a visit to the city's
chicest, and, being founded in 1838 with a revamp in
1858, its oldest department store.

Fashion-conscious Parisians flock to Le Bon Marché, the
expansive grand-magasin-come-cultural experience,
which is home to everything from French luxury brands
to a mouth-watering gourmet food hall across the street.
Over in Le Marais, concept store Merci is worth a look
too, which, alongside a prêt-à-porter clothing line, also
carries chic home goods and décor.
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L'Appartement Sezane

VIN & DÎNER
Take a gourmet walking tour with Eating
Europe whose stops in and around the 10th
arrondissement include patisserie prodigy Yann
Couvreur's elegant Avenue Parmentier flagship and
Paroles de Fromagers' 17th-century cellar for a cheese
tasting. People-watch over avocado toast at
café Season in Le Marais, and do not forget to make
advance reservations for Frenchie.

And a late-night rendezvous at the legendary Bar
Hemingway, which dates to 1921, inside the Ritz is a
must on any trip to Paris. Created in the mid-90s by
head bartender Colin Peter Field and said to be the
storied spot's most famous cocktail, be sure to order
the Serendipity. Made with Calvados, fresh mint,
white sugar, apple juice, and finished with a
Champagne top, Field fittingly calls the fragrant
drink, 'France in a glass.'

DANSE JUSQU'À DAWN
Thanks to chef Grégory Marchand's market-driven
dishes and a shiny Michelin star (it's first) awarded
earlier this year tables at this modern neighborhood
bistro in the 2nd arrondissement are a white-hot
commodity No luck? Try Frenchie Bar à Vins across
the way: it has stellar small plates, housemade
charcuterie, and a darling wine list. Get there at
opening time to secure seats at a communal table and
make new friends for the evening.
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Some say Paris' answer to Studio 54, the likes of
Bowie, Warhol, and Jagger et al. partied until dawn at
the legendary Les Bains Douches nightclub through
the 1980s and early 1990s. And while the storied
property enjoyed a major renovation (thanks to
filmmaker-turned-hotelier owner Jean-Pierre Marois)
and reopened in 2015 as the now suitably boutique
Hotel Les Bains, its notorious nightclub and infamous
swimming pool remain.

Your personal, spacious
haven onboard
Stretch out and unwind in privacy. Your comfortable First
seat converts into a fully flat bed at the touch of a button.
Discover more at ba.com/first

Slightly smaller and located in the basement, guests can still swim skinny dip even - if the mood strikes most, though, prefer simply posing
for photos alongside it. Open from midnight to 6 a.m. Thursday to
Saturday, the Club at Les Bains regularly hosts famous DJs, cabaret stars,
and music makers, including Jarvis Cocker, Hannah Faith, and French
music label Kitsuné.

BIEN ÊTRE
Vestiges from France's former colonial presence in North Africa,
hammams can be found dotted discreetly across the capital. Whether
going for a simple steam session or a scrub followed by a facial or
massage, then lingering over mint tea and Middle Eastern pastries, it's a
superb way to experience this timeless bien être or well-being ritual
beloved by Parisian women.

Perhaps the most authentic Hamman is tucked quietly inside the Grande
Mosquée de Paris in the Latin Quarter. There's an adjoining salon de thé
here with a pretty tiled courtyard and porphyry fountain. While at the
one-time word of mouth only Aux Bains Montorgueil in the 2nd
arrondissement, any of the Moroccan rituals are heavenly.
The enchanting Hammam Les Cent Ciels (the hundred skies) is the
epitome of opulence and Eastern splendor; another noteworthy mention
goes to La Sultane de Saba, which has three spas across the city, each
with opulent oriental-style décor and age-old traditional treatments.
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Ticking
all the
boxes
WATCHES

TheskeletalBlueTulip
Diamond watchfrom
Grieb & Benzingeris,
probably, the pinnacle
of the watchmaker’sart,
writes Rodney Clark

F
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OR THOSE of us who weren’t born with
a silver spoon in our mouth – and that
could, conceivably, even include some of us
reading the online edition of this magazine
– our first watches might have been rather humble
in origin.
Mine, back in the Sixties, was an Ingersoll – every
bit as unsophisticated as I was – and we were tempted
nightly on our two-channel TVs with adverts for Timex
watches,with the jingle “Tick a tick a Timex, la, la, la” to
the tune of Deck The Halls With Boughs Of Holly.
How times have changed. As the Editor of Luxury Xclusives
Magazine, the temptations that come across my desk and land
in my Inbox today are from a rather different planet than the one
my 11-year-old self must have lived on.
And while I leave the serious watch reviews to our expert,
Henry Du Plesis, I couldn’t help myself when I first saw a picture
of the watch on this page – the Blue Tulip Diamond from Grieb &
Benzinger.
Has there ever been a more beautiful watch? I seriously doubt
it, and nothing I saw in the windows of the world’s most expensive
watch brands in the Plaçe Vendôme around the corner from The
Ritz in Paris, or during a stroll around their counterparts near

the Hermitage in Monaco, has given me any reason to question
that belief.
There are watches from Cartier, Rolex, Patek-Philippe and the
others that cost many, many times as much, but nothing I’ve seen
so far comes close – on aesthetic grounds, at least.
That’s why I’ve used the picture as big as I could on the page,
though it would look even better projectedon to the side of a public
building.
The picture is also as near as most of us will probably get to
seeing one, as the Blue Diamond Tulip watch is, at the moment,
unique, having been created to order for a customer “somewhere
in Asia”.
Mischievously, I asked Georg Bartkowiak at Grieg & Benzinger
what would happen if they decided to produce another one, as
they are entitled to do.
Would the clearly wealthy owner of the first watch feel obligedto
buy up the second one and smash it to preserve the exclusivity of
his own – and could that lead to him being on a constant treadmill
of acquiring them at vast expense,rather like Nestor Patou trying
to secure a monopoly on Irma la Douce’stime in the film of the
same name?
Probably not, thinks Georg, but there would be nothing
(funds apart) to stop anyone buying up all copies in
advanceif he declared it a limited edition.
At €52,500 a time, that buyer would have to love
the watch as much as I do. And the man who did buy
the only Blue Tulip Diamond in existenceleft with a
huge smile on his face, says Georg.
The watch case is impressive enough, made
from solid 18k palladium white gold with a handguillochéd bezeland lugs set with 77 brilliant-cut

The BlueTulip Diamond watch may
be a one-off for now, but Grieb &
Benzinger are prepared to create
more – if that €52,500 is burning a
hole in your pocket. For that, you
get a hand-made watch with a
hand-skeletonised movement that
others can only emulate by using
a computer-controlled machine,
plusthe certainty that you’ll
never meet someone with a more
beautiful watch than you have!

diamonds on a hand-made alligator strap, but
that’s just the “ordinary” bit, if one dare use that
term.
The luxury world is choc-a-bloc with watches
that have many more diamonds on them – in some
cases,all over them – but the value in this watch is not
measured in mere diamonds.
Its attraction, and the reason Georg’s phone will be
ringing off the hook once the watch aficionados have seen
this, is the completely skeletonised movement.
While it’s not the first watch you can see through from
front to back, the eleganceof the tulip-inspired design, the blue
platinum coating and the hand-engraving that made it that way
is what makes the Blue Tulip Diamond one of the most desirable
watches in the world – and I’d be truly interested to hear from any
watchmakers who think they can better it.
Georg, as the designer at Grieb & Benzinger, had been
approachedby his mystery customer in Asia with a request for “a
blue and extraordinary skeleton watch with a sparkling effect”.
Wow, did he get one! And the work that went into creating it
would fill this entire magazine if it were describedin sufficient �
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detail, but suffice it to say that the original movement had to be taken apart
so that a craftsman could engrave an
outline of the final floral shapes on to
the solid plates and bridges.
Then a goldsmith got hold of it and
skeletonised the solid parts using a
specialised saw.
Saying it in a sentence like that
sounds so superficial when you see the
beauty, the delicacy and the artistry
of the finished watch – rather like
Michelangelo saying that
sculpture’s
easy: all you do is start with a block of
marble and chip off the bits you don’t
want.
Asked how difficult the watch was to
build on a scale of 0 to 100, Georg was
too modest to say “100”, but did explain
it thus: “The difficulty is not in the
watch-making itself, it’s in the heritage
crafts you need to build that watch –
hand-skeletonisation, hand-engraving,
and guilloche.
“Usually these days, any watch skeletonisation is done using CNC machines
(computer-controlled machine tools) as
real human craftsmanship has almost
disappearedfrom the industry.
“But we do it all by hand, passing the
watch from one craftsman to another as
it takes shape. I suppose you could say
the level of difficulty is quite high.”
It seems Georg is as adept at
classic understatement as he and his
colleagues at Grieb & Benzinger are at
watchmaking.
I wonder what reactions he’s had
to the Blue Tulip Diamond from his
contemporariesin the watch industry.
“That’s an interesting question,” says
Georg. “The big brands know
about
us, but they don’t comment, perhaps
because they’d have to concede that we
offer craftsmanship that they can’t.
“But I did receive some very nice
comments from smaller well-known
brands who also offer skeleton watches,
though theirs are CNC-skeletonised.
“They were highly complimentary
about our work since they realise just
how much work and ingenuity is needed
to skeletonise a watch entirely by hand.”
As someone who’s setting the bar in
watch design so high that most of his
rivals won’t even attempt to leap to it,
you wonder if he grew up surrounded by
Cartiers and Hublots and acquired his
exquisite tastes in the cradle.
Apparently not.
“No, my first watch was a 1960s-style
mechanical manual watch, given to me
by an aunt when I was seven or eight
years old. I remember it well.
“I was soproud to have that watch and
wore it everywhere to show off, including
when I went to the local swimming pool.
“The bad news was that nobody
told me that the watch wasn’t waterresistant!”

Talking of which, if Grieb & Benzinger
didn’t exist and he wanted to splash out
on a new watch, which would he choose?
“There are lots of interesting brands
about and it’s not easy to choose,” he

We do it all by hand,
passing the watch from
one craftsman to another
as it takes shape. I suppose
you could say the level of
difficulty is quite high

The big brands know
about us, but they don’t
comment, perhaps because
they’d have to concede
that we offer craftsmanship
that they can’t
says. “But I would love to own a Roger
Dubuis, a Patek, or a Graham – and in
my dreams, a high-end Greubel Forsey.
“I’m still in love with my Chronoswiss
watches, a brand I’ve admired since my

earliest days in the watch industry. At
family gatherings, I wear a gold Ebel
Discovery I inherited from my father.”
Georg is generous in his praise of
others in the industry who inspired him
or gave him a hand along the way.
“Oneof the people who most influenced
me was Gerd Rüdiger Lang, the founder
of Chronoswiss.
“People don’t always appreciate his
importance in the watch industry, as he
remained a believer in the mechanical
watch even in the dark days, and his
vision supported their comeback.
“I met him early in my career when
I still was a greenhorn, but he never
treated me like one.
“Perhaps he realised I had potential,
which is why he gave me good advice on
more than one occasion.
“Another one, though not as famous,
was a watchmaker I worked with in the
mid to late Nineties: Horst Wegwert, the
former IWC Technical Director.
“He was involved in the first titanium
watch developments for IWC and
Porsche Design.
“He taught me things you’ll never get
to learn at any watchmaking school.
“And he was the first person to
introduce me to hand-engraved movements – something that still guides me
when I’m working with my partners at
Grieb & Benzinger.
“My other hero is Ferdinand Porsche,
the founder of Porsche Design and
designer of the legendary Porsche 911.
“He also created the much soughtafter Porsche Design IWC icons, and
I got to know him in the late Nineties
when I did a little design work for him.
“I love to remember him because
business is not just about watches, it’s
also about the way you interact with
your business friends and suppliers.
“He was an example of perfect business behaviour, even if he was from one
of the famous families.
“He was never arrogant and was
always a down-to-Earth gentleman with
an open ear for young talents and a good
senseof humour.”
The company’s workshops are in
Southern Germany, closeto Porsche and
Mercedes-Benz and Doettling Safes.
Georg and his colleagues, Hermann
Grieb and Jochen Benzinger, have two
workshops – the “dirty one” where they
do skeletonising, engraving and guilloche work, and the “clean one”, where
they assemble the watches.
Luxury, to Georg, is having the freedom to work as often as he can from
home, in his garden or on his balcony.
And if that freedom resulted in his
design for the Blue Tulip Diamond,
could he be the only person to come up
with something even more sensational?
grieb-benzinger.com
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Cunard Grills.
Because too much of a good
thing is even better.
Take the world’s most luxurious ocean liner experience
to the highest level with Cunard Grills: an enclave
of indulgence, sumptuous accommodation, personal
service and the most privileged dining at sea.

A holiday destination like no other on the Kenyan coast, Vipingo Ridge is a
gated enclave decorated with Indian Ocean views and brimming with activity
from horse riding to snorkelling and everything in-between. 2,500 acres of
landscaped gardens, a PGAchampionship course and nature’s wilder terrain,
our sanctuary beckons all golfers, families and friends.

Discover more at Cunard.com
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Aruba, the secret of the Caribbean
The island of Aruba isn’t yet a
household name, which might
explain why the wealthy, the
celebrated, and even Monaco’s
Royal Family choose to holiday
there. James Clarence reports.
TRAVEL

A
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SMALL but perfectly formed Dutch Caribbean
island about 15 miles off the coast of Venezuela,
Aruba is a haven of tranquility. It’s part of a trio
of islands known as the ABCs – Aruba, Bonaire
and Curacao – and, together with Holland, they make up
the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
There are about 113,000 people living in Aruba – 96
different nationalities conversing in a variety of languages
such as Papiamento, Dutch, Spanish and English.
Fortunately for Aruba, it’s conveniently situated outside
the hurricane belt and doesn’t have a rainy season, a big

draw for this diminutive island. It’s also known as being
a very happy, friendly and safe destination sprinkled
with picture-perfect palm trees, white sandy beaches,
calm turquoise waters, breathtaking landscapes and
bright Caribbean sunshine.
I flew KLM direct from Amsterdam in Comfortable
Class which made my journey all the smoother with
extra leg room and impeccable cabin service. I stayed in
Orangestad, the capital and largest city of Aruba, and
there’s no hiding the island’s ties to the Netherlands.
Its Dutch name translates as Orangetown, and it’s
certainly got a zip about it.
The strong Dutch influence in Orangestad is clear
to see, as the buildings are painted in bright and bold
colours and the Caribbean feel takes a back seat.
De Olde Mollen in Palm Beach is a bona-fide Dutch
windmill, which was shipped over from Holland in the
Sixties.
However, Dutch isn’t the only culture that’s shaped
Aruba. There’s a solid American influence, too, from the
numerous casinos and USA-themed restaurants and
bars in close proximity to one another.
The weather is hot, and the sun is definitely in charge
with temperatures reaching 33 degrees Centigrade.
It’s accompanied by a pleasant sea breeze that
makes the sun bearable, but I had to make sure I
applied generous amounts of sunscreen as the sun was
relentless and at times unforgiving.
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My transfer from Reina Beatrix
International Airport to my hotel was
relaxed and took less than 15 minutes
door to door.
The legendary Renaissance Aruba
Resort & Casino has hosted a number
of celebrities and VIPs, with even the
Queen of Holland and Monaco’s royal
family amongst past guests.
The 40-acre resort provides a
choice of two hotels: the adults-only
Renaissance Marina Hotel and the
family-friendly Renaissance Ocean
Suites on opposite sides of the marina,
about a five-minute walk apart.
Aruba’s only private beaches are
at Renaissance Island with a spa,
two casinos, a gym, the Renaissance
shopping Mall, luxury designer
boutiques and a wide choice of
restaurants and bars, too.
My room was a beautiful Island King
positioned at the exclusively-adult
Marina Hotel.
Set on the higher floors and offering
fabulous views of the island of Aruba,
this was luxury personified.

On Eagle Beach I
sat down to dine
with my bare feet
in soft white sands
throughout the
entire evening
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It’s a restful environment that blends
contemporary design with local Aruban
flair in a calm palate of deep rich
woods, silvery creams, off whites and
hints of aqua.
The spacious fully air-conditioned
accommodation is equipped with
a divine king-sized bed, intimate
furnishings, a stylish bathroom with
rain shower, a private French balcony,
plus convenient amenities such as
TV, free wi-fi, mini fridge and coffee
making facilities.
My first taste of luxury on the island
was dinner at the swanky L G Smith
Steak & Chop House in one of the
most upscale locations in Aruba with
superb views of Oranjestad’s downtown
marina and the bustling boulevard.
The menu was a mixture of steaks,
chops and a variety of sublime salad
dishes all served in a relaxed and
stylish setting.
My next discovery was the
monumental National Park of Aruba
which has to be seen to be believed.
Arikok, a nature reserve covering

almost a fifth of the island, contains
historical sites as well as Aruba’s three
geological formations that support
unique indigenous plants and wildlife.
Before I set off on a tour to explore
and learn more about the huge
landscape, I was treated to a
wonderful breakfast in the National
Park.
It was beautifully arranged by the
uber-creative and talented Fernando
Mansur who is the founder of House

of Mosaic, an award-winning events
company based in Aruba.
Needless to say, the breakfast was
excellent and I began my experience
with an exciting 4x4 jeep safari tour
journey along Aruba’s windward coast.
The desert terrain and rocky cliffside
trails made for a rough drive.
This is certainly untamed Aruba with
human-sized cacti plants protruding
from rocky outcrops. The Divi Divi

trees in this part of the island have
been bent into all sorts of shapes by the
swirling winds over time.
There is so much to see from lava
formations, quartz rocks, and fossilised
coral, to iguanas baking on the park’s
warm stones, too.
My tour passed key locations such
as Triple Bridge, Black Stone Beach,
Ayo Rock Formation, Bushiribana Gold
Mills and Alto Vista Chapel which were

awe-inspiring. A fine lunch followed
at the gorgeous Ocean Z, a chic luxury
boutique hotel.
After lunch I visited La America Art
Gallery for wine, cocktails and some
perusing of an eclectic collection of art
and classic cars.
Dinner that evening was at the
stupendous Quinta del Carmen where
I had the opportunity to sample a
typical Dutch dish of Sucade Lappen

(Draadjesvlees) which is similar to
an iron steak, stewed for hours in red
wine, herbs and spices, and served in
its own delicious gravy.
By now, I was becoming quite
accustomed to the luxury lifestyle
on offer on the island and my next
introduction was to Renaissance Island
– an incredible 40-acre idyllic outpost
populated with swaying palm trees,
white sands, crystal clear waters and �
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After all that culinary pleasure,
I neededa trip to the gym at the
RenaissanceAruba Resort & Casino to
burn off someunwanted calories.
The work-out area is air-conditioned
with excellent equipment that caters
for all levels.
My next stop was Tierra del Sol
Resort & Country Club, situated in 600
acres of unspoiled scenery including an
18-hole championship golf course.
I also got the chance to taste some
traditional Aruban disheswhich were
absolutely amazing, and all from the
luxury setting of a supreme Tierra
del Sol Villa with a plunge pool and
dramatic views.
My last dinner on the island was at
The Kitchen Table in the luxurious
Blue Residences on Eagle Beach hosted
by gifted chef Urvin Croes.It’s a unique
gastronomic experience in the form of
a seven-coursemeal made with local
ingredients, home-grown vegetables
and herbs in a sereneand romantic
backdrop.
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pink flamingos.It’s the only private
island on Aruba and is made for pure
rest and relaxation.
I took the opportunity to stroll along
the beachand take in all the glorious
surroundings.
A dip in the coolCaribbean waters is
an absolute must to help unwind, and I
thoroughly enjoyed feeding and taking
photos with the flamingos.
Dinner that evening was served at
the exquisite Passions On The Beach
restaurant (pictured above).
There was an elegant and romantic
ambience at Eagle Beach where I sat
down to dine with my bare feet in soft
white sands throughout the entire
evening.
A real stand-out moment allowed me
to savour the fine cuisine on offer – a
mixture of meat and fresh fish dishes
– while enjoying the peaceful sounds of
the ocean caressing the shore, soft light
from the tiki torches and a chanceto
gaze up at a sensational full Moon.
Breakfast in the morning at the
Ritz Carlton Aruba was a real treat
and I got the opportunity to meet its
Executive Chef Stephen Toevs.
I headed down to Pelican Pier where
I boardedthe magnificent luxury
yacht Monforte to have brunch and
set sail to explore far-out waters of
the Caribbean.It was a truly fantastic
sailing trip that included an open bar,
snacks, lunch, music and snorkelling.
However, for those who prefer to
relax after a hearty meal, there are
shaded areas on this imperial yacht to

protect you from the piercing sunshine.
Back on shore, I headed for the
Ritz-Carlton Spa resort to indulge in
somepampering and revitalisation.
This striking sanctuary of relaxation
consists of 15,000 sq ft of luxurious
features, including 13 state-of-theart soothing treatment rooms that
comewith a range of island and
herbal-inspired natural body, facial
treatments and massagetherapies. My
experiencewas totally blissful.
Aruba really doespunch above
its weight when it comesto offering
luxury to its guests, none more so than
the world-class Windows On Aruba
restaurant.
Sunset views overlook the Dive golf
course and sea beyond. Live music

serenadesyou while you dine and the
service is faultless.
No wonder this is a popular
destination for couples,newlyweds and
those seeking an exceptional
fine-dining experience.
For the starter, I sampledthe
excellent Jumbo Scallopswhich are
pan seared and served with vanilla
apple salad, passion fruit aioli, and a
ginger-mango chutney dressing.
My main coursewas a tastefully
presented rouge-seared medium sliced
duck breast with cranberry and merlot
pomegranate chutney.
I managed to make room for dessert,
a scrumptious hot apple pie, classically
served warm and complemented with a
delicious serving of vanilla ice cream.

Aruba really does
punch above
its weight when
it comes to
offering luxury
to its guests
It took me on a culinary journey of
Aruban cuisine which dazzled and
delighted me in equal measure.
In short, Aruba is a destination
that offers luxury at a very high
level and has an array of first-rate
hotels, exceptional beaches,excellent
amenities, numerous activities,
designer boutiques, casinos, shopping
malls and a variety of fine dining
restaurants and bars to choosefrom.
But the highlight of my visit was its
people,who are rightly famous for their
warm smiles, fantastic reception, and
friendly and welcoming approach.
Whether you’re a single traveller, a
couple, or a family searching for a new
luxury experience,Aruba is certainly
worth a visit.

aruba.com
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Global Demand for Rolls-Royce Bespoke reaches an all time high
Record numbers of Rolls-Royce bespoke
vehicles are leaving Goodwood, home of
the Spirit of Ecstasy in West Sussex,
encapsulated at its artistic zenith with the
introduction of the Phantom Gallery, an
ingeniously applied panel of uninterrupted
glass across the dashboard of the new
Rolls-Royce Phantom. Aptly named “The
Gallery”, this creative exhibition space
across the fascia of the Phantom provides
an unprecedented opportunity to present
bespoke artwork and assorted expressions
of personal style, contributing to the global
demand for Rolls-Royce Bespoke.
“Patrons increasingly commission a RollsRoyce for its aesthetic power, they trust in
hands of our artisans in production of a car
that transcends its primary role as a
conveyance, to become a meaningful and
substantive expression of art. ‘The Gallery’
is an innovation that furthers Rolls- Royce’s
unparalleled Bespoke capabilities. Patrons
are now invited to commission artworks for
their own personal Gallery within Phantom,
in essence, bringing art, within art.” –
Torsten Müller Ötvös, CEO Rolls-Royce
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Tapping upon the naturalistic beauty
of Nature Squared, the most
luxurious cars in the world are
enjoying ever increasing bespoke
orders
MOTORING
Over the last century since its founding,
Rolls-Royce often ran the danger of
becoming a common synonym for quality
when less industrious journalists alluded
to new product launches from brands not
traditionally associated with the
Goodwood marque as “the Rolls-Royce of
[product category]”

Needless to say, this legacy was hardearned, informed by an intimate
understanding of true luxury. As an
exclusive interview with Rolls-Royce Chief
Executive Torsten Müller Ötvös would
elucidate, the marque’s collective of
designers, artisans and engineers of the
most celebrated luxury automobile in the
world have to be thoroughly knowledgeable
and extraordinarily acquainted with the
personal tastes and lifestyle needs of the
global elite.

In art as in Rolls-Royce automobiles,
inspiration is not just limited to fashion,
art and design, the Rolls-Royce Bespoke
Collective, a group of designers, artisans,
craftspeople and engineers residing at
the brand’s Goodwood-based Global
Centre of Luxury Manufacturing
Excellence draws upon the entire world,
most recently tapping upon the
naturalistic beauty espoused by Nature
Squared.
While Nature Squared is not a globally
recognised name (yet), the design atelier
has been quietly creating unimaginably
opulent hand-inlaid surfaces on land and
sea. Founded by Tay Lay Koon, the
former Malaysian and now naturalised
citizen of the United Kingdom, created a
business built upon reaffirming the value
of artisanal skills through the
reinforcement of undeniable links
between nature and human endeavour.

TheRolls -RoycePhantom
GalleryxNaturedSquared:
EthicalLuxury
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Collaborating on a variety of groundbreaking projects with the likes of Montblanc
and BMW, Tay’s Nature Squared now counts
Rolls-Royce among her clientele.
Embodying Tays values and ambitions,
Nature Squared utilises natural materials,
treated and finished to its most artistic and
luxurious levels.
Nature Squared uses only by-products from
other industries like fishing and farming:
abalone shells are sourced from a
community- based farm in Asia, eggshells
come from hatcheries, the glorious plumage
reminiscent of dark mother of pearl, is
actually from table chickens, that is to say
that the poultry has actually consumed
across countless dinners – nothing ever
goes to waste nor are materials that are
endangered, protected or threatened or not
found in abundance ever used.
The Gallery is en�rely sealed along with any
dust or fingerprints we accidentally le� behind
it so perfec�on is at the forefront of whatever
we do with the Phantom Gallery. – Michael
Bryden, Lead Designer, Rolls-Royce Bespoke
Design

Luxury Xclusives talks to Michael
Bryden, Lead Designer, Rolls-Royce
Bespoke Design about
incorpora�ng Nature Squared in
the Gallery
Michael joined the Bespoke Collective at
Rolls-Royce Motor Cars after he graduated
from university. Bryden currently leads the
curation of all Rolls-Royce Bespoke cars by
engaging customers in dialogue throughout
the creative process in order to gain in-depth
understanding of what inspires them and
how the Bespoke commission would fit in
their lifestyle.
I was wondering if given the tactility of these
feathers, granted that it is ensconced behind
the Phantom Gallery’s continuous glass, was
there any research or plans developed to
have it in the open by properly treating or
reinforcing this surface since it you know it
begs to be touched?
It was always going to be behind glass. With
a Rolls-Royce vehicle, it has to stay looking
beautiful for an extremely long period of
time, especially when 85% of the cars ever
built by Rolls-Royce are still running today.
We need to make sure that all our bespoke
commissions have to last, even when they
are natural materials which will decompose
over time but they shouldn’t visually
degrade.
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Origin of material has become
important with growing “woke culture”
especially with wood products like
�mbre from various parts of the world
which might not have the most ecofriendly reputa�ons, is Rolls-Royce
going to con�nue using �mber?

We have a number of designs where we
use timber as the main material and they
are sourced worldwide, one of the things
we do is ensure they’re from a responsible
source. We will never use a material that is
questionably sourced. We’ve had a huge
property developer customer who proposed
using 3d geometry to reflect the design of
buildings within the gallery space, the
veneers and materials used to capture his
vision were all traceable.

How long does the process take (e.g.
Say a customer has a par�cularly
plucking the feathers) from concept to imprac�cal bespoke idea that requires
reality?
a specific seashell from a specific
beach, would you ever say no or would
Bryden: In terms of a Rolls-Royce Bespoke you try?
project the time required differs varies
massively depending on the scope of the
project, the steps to take and also the
decisiveness of the customer. A customer
may enjoy the journey and often want to
keep on adjusting and perfecting until the
application is exactly right.

Bryden: We will always accept it as a
challenge and then, we can’t realise exactly
what they want, we will show them
alternatives. So, it’s really, really
collaborative in that sense. The customer
will make an initial suggestion and we will
try and realise that, or at least realise the
spirit of the request.

We’ve been seeing more Swarovski
encrusted Rolls-Royce cars, those are
typically a�er-market, any chance that
Goodwood would have their own version
of this or it’s not within the brand’s scope
or DNA?
It’s not what we would necessarily do. We
prefer to have a flawless piano finish on our
cars but we have pioneered recently is a
paint technique where we introduce very
fine glass particles into the clear-coat. In
the distance, a Rolls-Royce with such a
coat may look like a solid colour but in the
sunlight, it sparkles.
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Dainty ladies, A
look away now

UDEMARS Piguet unveiled

the ground-breaking Royal
Oak Collection during theSeventies – a period when luxury
timepieces were considerably smaller
and usually crafted using gold.
The robust frame of the Royal Oak
broke with tradition and became the
first ever luxury sports watch crafted
from steel.
Today, the Royal Oak collection features watches crafted in an array of
materials – and our featured watch, the
Royal Oak Selfwinding, is predominantly crafted from 18-carat rose gold.
It may seemsurprising, given its label
as a sports watch, but the bezel is also
encrusted with diamonds.
It’s not for the faint-hearted.
If you harbour the belief that ladies’
watches should be dainty and unassuming, then this isn’t the watch for you.
That’s not to detract from the Royal
Oak and suggest it’s a monster, as it’s
anything but.
The thing is, it is bold, somewhat
ostentatious and let’s face it, incredibly
cool.
You may have to be brave to wear it,
but the Royal Oak Selfwinding is the
type of watch that stands out from the
crowd; that iconic design couldn’t be
anything but an Audemars Piguet.
The octagonal bezel and Grande
Tappisserie pattern on the dial are
the immediate clues that this watch
originated in Audemars Piguet’s Swiss
manufacture.
Regardless of gold or diamonds, there
is the true hallmark of quality.
Having crafted fine watches since its
inception in 1884, it’s safe to say that
Audemars Piguet knows a thing ortwo
about haute horology.
The Royal Oak Selfwinding benefits
greatly from this expertise and the
watch’s sublime self-winding movement
ensures precise performance around the
clock.
Audemars Piguet’s epithet “to break
the rules, you must first master them”
is an accurate portrayal of the way the
brand works.
Still utilising centuries-oldtechniques
to hand-polish each watch via an eightstage process, it ensures an exceptional
finish that no machine could possibly
emulate.
In the ageof machines, sometimes the
old ways are the best – and Audemars
Piguet has mastered and broken the
rules of horology on a number of occasions.
The result is the Royal Oak collection
and the Selfwinding.
Of course, breaking the rules doesn’t
come cheap – and this watch will cost
you a cool $46,500
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The Jenna Experience is worth adding to your bucket list!
Let us spoil you in this one-of-a-kind design experience.
Where your dream becomes our passion.

The Jenna Experienceawaits you.
Contact us on :
011 523 6600
info@ jennaclifford.com
@jennaclifforddesignjewellers

@jennaclifford_sa

La Parada del
Mar brings
Spanish flair
to Camp Bay’s
sunset strip
FINE FOOD
With the original Harbour House
restaurant in the growing Harbour House
Group, set overlooking the waters of False
Bay, it’s fitting that the latest outpost of
the group’s La Parada collection gazes out
over the sparkling Atlantic Ocean.
La Parada del Mar occupies a prime
position on Camps Bay’s glamorous seafront
strip, just steps from the powder-white
sands of Cape Town’s sought-after Atlantic
seaboard. Unsurprisingly, this new opening
stands apart from the sultry Spanish flavour
of the original La Parada Bar de Tapas on
Cape Town’s trendy Bree Street or
Constantia Nek.
“La Parada del Mar is more ‘Miami Beach’
than the other branches of La Parada,”
explains Simone Biggs, Interior Designer for
the Harbour House Group, who says she
drew inspiration from Ibiza, Miami and
Cuba in curating a space that blends laidback beach-chic with a dose of after-dark
allure. “There is still the essence of La
Parada here, but because it’s on the beach
the space had to have a distinct feel to it.”

And it is certainly a venue of individual
spaces. Café tables at street-level are
popular for people-watching and soaking
up the buzz of Camps Bay’s glorious
beachfront. Just a few steps away, the
barmen behind the mosaic-clad Bombay
Sapphire bar whip together their
signature Gin & Tonic Del De Barra; the
classic cocktail given a lift by mango,
rosemary, grapefruit and orange zest.
Upstairs, La Parada del Mar leans a little
more upmarket: more Fabiani loafers than
sandy Havaianas. A space where raw wood
shutters swing open to reveal panoramic
views over Camps Bay beach, waving
palms and cobalt blue seas.
Little wonder it’s already proving popular
for private functions from birthday
celebrations to intimate corporate events.
It’s also fast becoming the most popular
spot on the strip for banishing the Sunday
blues, with a DJ spinning sultry seaside
tunes from the afternoon into the early
evening each Sunday.
�
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Dominating one wall is the elegant Grey
Goose vodka bar where suave barmen in
suspenders and Panama hats shake up an
enviable range of vodka-infused
sundowners, like their Cosmopolitan with
triple sec, cranberry and fresh lime.
Equally eye-catching is the quirky
pineapple-motif wallpaper from Designer
Soil & Co.‘s Robin Sprong Wallpaper
Collection.
While subtly linking the two spaces, it’s also
a stylish counterpoint to the exposed plaster
that adds urban edginess here; a nod to the
building’s heritage and a visual cue
reminiscent of the original La Parada in
vibey Bree Street. Similarly, the long
custom-made tables upstairs, coming
together to cater for large celebrations or
making way for private cocktail functions,
add a certain flair to the place. These
communal tables also reflect a sharing
philosophy on the revamped menu from La
Parada’s Executive Chef, Martin Senekal.
Regulars will find that Senekal has pushed
the level of cooking into a new league at La
Parada del Mar. Flavours are bold, yet
perfectly balanced, while plating retains the
focus of traditional tapas with a welcome
dose of Camps Bay panache.
“We’ve moved away from traditional
Spanish tapas. We’ve kept the concept of
small plates built for sharing, but we’ve tried
to elevate the level of elegance and quality,”
explains Senekal. “The menu is focused on
serving fresh seafood dishes, prepared
simply and plated beautifully.”

La Parada del Mar has quickly grown a
loyal following on the sought-after Camps
Bay strip. And perhaps unsurprisingly for
this seaside outpost of Harbour House
Group, this is just the first phase of the
journey for La Parada del Mar,” says
Stuart Bailey, Brand GM for the group.

La Parada del Mar is situated at 35 Victoria
Rd. Camps Bay, 8005. For reservations call
021 286 2106 or send an
e-mail: campsbay@laparada.co.za. Open
from Monday to Sunday from 8am until
2am.

laparada.co.za

And there’s no shortage of delectable fruits
de mer on the extensive selection of tapas
plates. Charred Octopus is slow-braised and
flame-grilled, then served with a delicious
dried tomato pesto. Plump Saldanha Bay
mussels require a little more than a splash of
steaming white wine, garlic and parsley. The
freshest line fish is grilled, served simply
with a spring onion salsa and crushed
tomatoes, then drizzled with extra virgin
olive oil. Fresh tuna is sesame-crusted and
seared, plated with a salad of fine beans and
green olives with a citrus dressing.
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“With the seaside location, we wanted to
incorporate more seafood on the menu,
compared to other branches of La Parada,”
explains Senekal, who says that more than
half the menu is unique to La Parada del
Mar.
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Inside the
Luxury Resort
with healing
water and
Moroccan
Royalty
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GinaBakersubmitsto
alotofpamperingto
findoutwhytheMorocco’s
best-knownspaand
healthresortisstill
thechoiceofRoyalty,
celebritiesandlovers
ofunashamedluxury

�
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I float in a seawater hydromassage bath as

a series of jets go about their ritual on my
body, gently pummelling my muscles. The
experience is step one in a trilogy of
signature treatments at Morocco’s new fivestar Vichy Celestins Spa Hotel Casablanca.
As I’d been led to the room, I was promised
that this rather regular-looking bathtub
would be an above-average soak, and it
certainly is. Designed for deep muscle
relaxation, the experience is enhanced by
softly changing coloured underwater lights,
said to affect mood, and a fizzy bath bomb
made from effervescent pebble salt and
micro seaweed from Vichy, France.

Modern Luxe
From the outside, its modernist white building, pools and palm trees have a Miami vibe but
this is not really a place to party. The focus here is on health, wellbeing and luxury, which is
felt from the minute we arrive and we are swiftly offered vibrant green detox shots.
From the super-high ceilings of the reception area dangles an enormous Philippe Starck
sculpture made up of hundreds of aquamarine and white glass baubles, seeming to fizz up
from the water feature below it.
The dominant colours throughout the hotel are a combination of white, yellow and blues –
deep Vichy blue, aquamarine and a more serious teal in the library and meeting spaces. It’s
an intentional palette of vibrant hues for the wellbeing-focused hotel, meant to symbolise
water, vitality and invigoration. The design concept is ‘Vichy’, not Moorish like so many
other hotels in Morocco, points out general manager Aurelie Denoueix. “We wanted
something that felt peaceful and had a wellbeing focus, but was also peppy,” she adds of the
hotel’s bubble motifs and interior style.

Next is a mineral-rich mud wrap, where a
concoction made from salt, Vichy
microalgae and mud from the Moroccan
mountains is slathered on before I’m
wrapped in a heated blanket and plastic, to
tone, detoxify, relax muscles and ease
osteoarthritis.

Of course, a colour palette alone won’t revitalise, and guests come to enjoy the rest of the
hotel, whether it’s for a health and wellbeing holiday – there are anti-stress and weight-loss
programs available, for example – a family holiday, or to make use of its convenient location
midway between Rabat and Casablanca, as many business travellers do.

Having rinsed off, I sip cold cucumber water
and while cooling down I cross paths with
my companion.

Water is revered for its health benefits around here, and Vichy water especially so. It’s not
only used in the wellness centre, but big bottles of it are in every room, it’s used by the chefs
in the restaurant kitchens, and it’s even in the cocktails.

Already in Zen-like states, we both agree
we’re feeling relaxed and energised. The
third treatment is the Vichy two-hand
shower massage, a 25-minute full-body
massage while lying under a shower of Vichy
water that aims to soothe weary muscles and
provide deep relaxation, and it basically feels
like I have floated up to heaven.

There are 130 luxury rooms and suites – each with a large balcony and golf course or ocean
and pool views – three outdoor pools, an international restaurant and a dietetic restaurant,
which is like an extension of the wellbeing area, where guests are welcome to dine in their
robes. Located in Bahia Golf Beach, guests also have quick access to an 18-hole golf course
and its adjoining club house. And let’s not forget that wellness centre.

The signature trilogy treatment is a Vichy
classic that dates back to 1896 in the
renowned French spa town, where thermal
waters have been used for their healing and
therapeutic properties for centuries.
Vichy gained its international reputation as
a spa town in the 19th century when
Napoleon III built a thermal resort there.
French icon Madame de Sevigne was a fan,
as were Russian royalty over the years.
Today, the Vichy empire is expanding, with
a series of international resorts that are
drawing in new as well as regular Vichy
guests who, we’re told, proudly regale stories
of their parents, grandparents and greatgrandparents all visiting Vichy spas.
Opening its doors in 2018, Vichy Celestins
Spa Hotel Casablanca is an elegant and
contemporary five-star hotel fronting the
Atlantic Ocean on the coast of Morocco.
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Vichy Water Everywhere

I’d prepared for my trio of heavenly treatments by acquainting myself with the enormous
3,200-square-metre health spa. Everyone who works at the spa must first be trained by
Vichy and the centre is designed to accommodate medical wellness as well as therapeutic
and beauty treatments, using luxury Maroc and exclusive Vichy products. High-tech health
and rehab facilities mean athletes, like the Moroccan national soccer team, visit for
treatments.
Meanwhile, a private elevator whisks Moroccan royalty and any other VIPs to the private
wellness centre – an ultra-luxe miniature version of the rest of the space, complete with
treatment rooms and a stunning black-and-white tiled hammam. The hammams in the main
part of the centre are equally good and I admire the ornate tiles as I quickly work up a sweat
in the steam room before joining an aqua spin class in the indoor seawater pool. Elsewhere
in the pool, people swim laps, embrace the hydro jets and one woman looks particularly
relaxed in a specially constructed flotation area.
The hotel is located just under an hour from both Rabat and Casablanca and I visit both over
two days. Highlights of Rabat include the incredible pirate history and lush Andalusian
garden of the 12th-century Kasbah Oudaya, as well as the maze of photogenic vivid blue
laneways in the old town, and its surprisingly hassle-free souk. The next day in Casablanca,
after more markets in the New Medina, we sip mint tea alongside locals in the French
quarter. The next stop is the impressive King Hassan II Mosque, the third largest in the
world, followed by the Royal Palace of Casablanca, which is worth a look even if visitors can
only get as close as its elaborate entrance.
While I’m not averse to big, buzzing cities, after mornings exploring Morocco’s history and
culture, the peace and tranquility so carefully concocted at Vichy Celestins is a welcome
respite – arguably best enjoyed by the outdoor pool with a Vichy water cocktail in hand.
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xclusives

The World’s most expensive
champagne cooler, 24k Gold &
Diamond encrusted.

The Mayfair Champagne
Accessories Flutes, 24k Gold.

REC Cooper collection made from
classic mini’s

Wazawazi Designer Leather Sanga
Sling Bag.

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com

Isabella Islay’s 45yr old special
realease Whiskey.

Friendship Humidor - The Gold
and Diamond Humidor.

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com

Available at
luxuryxclusives.com
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Vast majority of high end bags fail to qualify as investment assets because it depends on
emotional appeal rather than rational, disciplined approaches.
Birkins however, are an exception according to Stella Lee

You hear this phrase all
the time. “Buying as an
investment”.
As much as this gets thrown around when it comes to
purchasing branded items, especially high-end bags, the vast
majority fail to qualify as investment assets, despite their hefty
price tag.
This is because luxury fashion as an industry is built on
emotional appeal while investments are meant to be exercised
with a rational and disciplined approach.

1

Although demand for specific items can sometimes climb with a rare design
which would make it a collector’s item, certain seasonal designs which fall
out of production risk losing value as their visibility among buyers drops and
their demand declines as a result. On the flip side, those worth buying tend
to be staple items that are in constant production. To minimise price
fluctuations, items are released in limited quantities to keep supply low and
at the same time, ensures demand by having the items within sight of buyers.

2

3

Stella Lee is a former TV reporter turned investment writer. The
article was first drafted for UOBAM Invest, a digital corporate
advisory service arm of UOB Asset Management.
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Fundamental analysis

Similar to how fund managers measure the intrinsic value of a stock using
fundamental analysis, fashion enthusiasts look for features such as high
quality craftsmanship, iconic design and colour etc, that renders a classic
look and higher versatility of use.
Conversely, a design flaw in the item would likely render a negative impact
on the resale value.

4

From 2014 to 2018, the value of a Medium Classic Flap bag
from Chanel increased in value by over 250% in absolute terms,
according to the Rare Handbag index. The S&P 500 meanwhile
rose by 205%. A separate study done by Baghunter and
published with Business Insider in January 2016 revealed that
the value of Hermès Birkin bags increased 500% in the last 35
years till 2017, an increase of 14.2% per year. By comparison,
the S&P 500 saw an annual increase of 11.5% from during the
same period.

About Stella Lee

A handful of designer houses are known as creators of these desirable bags
rather than enjoying fame for one or two specific models. In finance, while
past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance, buying
something from a label with a history of churning out hyped-up ‘IT bags’
increases the chances that you would be purchasing something of investment
value.

Fund managers recognise that the market can be irrational for periods of
time, and turn to underlying principles of assessing investments using
fundamental analysis for clarity.

Investing into something carrying emotional value does not
always translate into financial return. While a shrewd eye for
designer goods as alternative investments is handy, gains in the
luxury consumer discretionary sector are still dictated by an
invisible hand, fed by human desire for status, beauty and
exclusivity.

All statistics on the S&P 500 are taken from Bloomberg as at 30
June 2019.

Market sentiment
In this day and age of the internet, any hype created around products
translates to demand. This parallels market sentiment, that is, the overall
investor attitude towards the financial markets and is sometimes referred to
as crowd psychology. For instance, when popularity and sales of a particular
bag soars, the hype of an ‘IT bag’ is applied to cement its status.

All in all

Notes:

Prices go up when supply falls and demand surges.
Much of what makes these luxury items so valuable boils down to good old
supply and demand dynamics.

Those that make the cut as investment assets, quite often,
witness generous annual appreciation values, placing
themselves in the league of widely tracked indices including the
S&P 500, which rose by an average of 14% per year in the last
decade up till end June 2019, according to Bloomberg.
The trading of these coveted luxury items has become a big
business. There is the Rare Handbag index which tracks the
price trends of popular designer bags using an analysis of
auctions and private sales. While this index increased 170% in
absolute terms between 2004 and 2018, returns for mainstream
assets such as oil rose only by 33% over the same period,
according to Bloomberg statistics.

Classical economics

Technical analysis
The other major school of thought when it comes to approaching the
markets lies with technical analysis which analyses historical market data
such as price and volume.

5

When it comes to buying a designer items, ‘technical analysis’ can be gleaned
from past reports of the volume. When these statistics are unavailable, access
to forums, social media platforms, blogs and even magazines can gauge the
level of interest around a product. Hence the number of mentions of a
product in Facebook and Instagram are clues to the level of market demand
for a luxury item.

Margins
The desirability and demand for any item can be gauged from the margins
between the retail price from the designer store and the resale market price.
More often than not, designer aficionados are more inclined to invest their
monies in an item which can be resold at high values on the secondary
market. The greater the desirability and enduring demand for the designer
item, the higher the reselling price.

Birkins
and
Investing
are more alike than
different

Air and graces when
you hire a private jet
I

F ORVILLE and Wilbur Wright
could have known what flying
would be like for most people today,
especially post-9/11,they might well
not have bothered. Their dream of being
able to jump on to a plane and go anywhere you like at the drop of a hat no
longer holds true if you fly by scheduled
airline.
First, you’ll need to turn up at the airport several hours before your flight,
however short the flight itself might be.
Next, you’ll need to join one of those
interminablequeues at thebaggagedrop
where, were it not for
the absence of
cattle-prods, you can experience what it
feels like to be a Friesian at a livestock
market.
Then there’s Security. Vital as it is
in these turbulent times, there are few
things less fun than having to turn out
your pockets, remove your jacket, take
off your shoes, hand over your laptop,
your watch and your jewellery, plonk
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Flying can still be as relaxing and convenient
as it used to be in its glamorous heyday, says
Captain Paul Day of RegencyAir Charter
AIR CHARTER
your possessions into plastic trays for
everyone to see, then shuffle shoelessly
through the metal detectors to wait
for your tray to emerge before being
reunited with your clothes and having to
put everything back in its place again.
You might be lucky and only have a
short wait at Passport Control, but you’ll
probably face a five or 10-minute walk
to your departure gate, cunningly routed
through endless Duty-Free shops, only
to wait again in a long queue while the
airline officials check your documents
before letting you board your flight.

And that’s how a one-hour flight can
take five hours out of your day.
It’s also why flying by private jet is so
popular with those who can afford it.
Imagine, if you will, that you want to
fly to Monaco but you happen to live in
the middle of the countryside,
several hours from the nearest airport.
If you were to fly scheduled, that’s four
hours of your life gone, just getting to
and from the airport. Plus the two hours
you’ll spend there before your flight.
But if you were to charter a private
jet, you could be picked up by helicopter
from your own lawn, or the nearest
suitable piece of open ground, and flown
to the airport in a fraction of the time
it would have taken by car.
The only officialdom comes in
the friendly shape of the private
handling agent which will have prescreened your passport, will ask
you to walk through a detector
(look, no queues!), and will check
your baggage in moments.
You’ll be able to walk or be
driven the short distance to
your jet, get straight on to
it, and be taking off almost
immediately.
The next difference you’ll
notice is in the aircraft itself.
Your seat will be individual,
sumptuous, probably leather,
while the scheduled airlines’
mine’s-bigger-than-yours
leg-room claims simply don’t
apply, as there’s so much of it.
The cabin attendant will be
able to cater for your every whim,
while you can forget everything you
thought you knew about airline food
as you enjoy your favourite meals
prepared just the way you like them.
Private jet operators tend to
use specialist catering companies accustomed to satisfying very demanding
people because, of course, you can’t pop

outside to another restaurant if you
don’t like what you’ve been given to eat
at 30,000 feet!
Depending on the aircraft you choose,
you might have full-sized beds in which
to while away the flight in privacy while
the cabin attendant keeps your children
amused, or you could opt for one with
room for a mid-air party if you prefer.
You won’t be sharing the onboard
washroom with 300 other people you

don’t know, neither is there any danger
at all of your pilot being locked out of the
cockpit.
A good air charter broker will scour
the entire market, finding the most
suitable aircraft for your journey, at the
best prices available.
They can also find empty legs, which
can save up to 75% on the cost of a
private jet flight.
And as you pay to charter the aircraft,

it costs the same whether you fly alone
or take your family or friends with you,
which can dramatically reduce the cost
per head.
• Captain Paul Day FRAeS is Managing Director of Gatwick-based Regency
Air Charter and has been a commercial
pilot for 23 years.
regencyaircharter.com
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TRUSTED SINCE 1979
KZN: Ballito 032-946 7400 • Umhlanga 031-570 4000 • Springfield Park 031-242 2600 • Hillcrest 031-761 7500
Cape Town: Milnerton 021-528 6700 • Somerset West 021-001 1066
Gauteng: Strubens Valley 011-858 4600 • Centurion 012-621 6300 • Hyde Park 010-001 8590 • Fourways 011-707 8000
Silverlakes 012-001 2640 • Meadowdale 011-657 2400 • Carnival 010-822 2050

Allan and Richard Hirsch
Shopkeepers
Hirschs.Homestore

Shopping hours: Monday - Friday: 8:30am - 17:30pm • Saturday: 8:30am - 16:00pm • Sunday: 9:00am - 16:00pm
All credit cards welcome • All prices include vat. we reserve the right to limit stock • Some of the items are similar to illustra�on. Prices
valid while stocks last or un�l end of trading on Sunday. TV license required to purchase TV’s We accept lay-by’s • E & OE T’s & C’s apply

HirschHomestore

Hirschs_Homestores

0861 HIRSCH (447724)

www.hirschs.co.za
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Upcoming events

SANDTON CONVENTION CENTER

JOHANNESBURG

AFRICA
luxury
EXPO

27 & 28 March 2020

100+ Brands. 20 Categories.
Experience . Engage . Exchange

CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE

THE PREMIER EVENT FOR LUXURY BUSINESS AND CREATIVE LEADERS
For More Info, Partnerships or to Exhibit Contact | Email: info@africaluxuryexpo.com | Web: www.africaluxuryexpo.com

VIP HOSPITALITY

VIP HOSPITALITY

2-DAY PACKAGE

R3 495
•

VIP HOSPITALITY

2-DAY PACKAGE

R5 695

ex VAT (per person)

2-DAY PACKAGE

R7 995

ex VAT (per person)

ex VAT (per person)

VIP Red Carpet Entrance

•

VIP Red Carpet Entrance

•

VIP Red Carpet Entrance

•

Access to 3 stages. Book for Rosie’s
Stage at Computicket R20 per show

•

Access to 3 stages. Book for Rosie’s
Stage at Computicket R20 per show

•

Access to 3 stages. Book for Rosie’s
Stage at Computicket R20 per show

•
•

Dedicated cash bar (Sponsor’s
Product Only)

•

Welcome Drink of signature cocktails

•

•

Complimentary Bar (Sponsor’s
Product Only)

•

Bottle Keep facility available

Full Cash bar as well as dedicated
shots & cocktail bar (Sponsor’s
Product Only)

•

•

Hearty buffet showcasing
CapeMalay flavours

Complimentary Cocktail Bar
(Sponsor’s Product Only)

•

Interactive buffet

•

Jazz TV

•

Bottle Keep facility available

•

Hot pot African and Caribbean
inspired buffet menu

•

Live jazz piano entertainment

•

Dance-floor with resident DJ pumpin
the best in Afro-Caribbean beats
with live drumming and Afro-brass.

•

Pamper corner

•

Dedicated smoking lounge

•

Dedicated smoking lounge

•

Barista service coffee bar

•

Jazz TV

•

Jazz TV

Call: 010 592 0963 • bookings@belugahospitality.co.za

hospitality
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www.belugahospitality.co.za
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